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AFRICAN
CEREMONIES

Dinka cattle camp in smoky
haze, Southern Sudan.
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Working as a team for more than 30 years,
photographers ANGELA FISHER and
CAROL BECKWITH have documented African
tribal rites and rituals of cultures thousands
of years old. They speak to TOR McINTOSH
about their remarkable journey.
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“OVER THE YEARS
CAROL AND
ANGELA HAVE
BEEN GRANTED
UNPRECEDENTED
ACCESS TO
INTIMATE
CEREMONIES
THAT HAVE
NEVER
BEFORE BEEN
WITNESSED BY
WESTERN EYES.
Dinka men dancing.
 Dinka boy with long-horned bull.

uring a 35-year love affair with Africa,
Carol Beckwith and Angela Fisher
have journeyed more than 270,000
miles through46 countries to photograph
more than 150 traditional African cultures.
They have spent months at a time living
among indigenous peoples to earn their trust
before being granted exclusive access to the
sacred rites and rituals that mark the lives of
Africa’s tribal groups. They’ve travelled by
foot, mule train, camel, canoe and 4WD
vehicles to the remotest corners of Africa to
reach communities that have never seen, or
been seen by, the outside world. Each journey
has had its fair share of obstacles; they’ve
travelled along roads littered with land mines,
negotiated their way through war zones and
dealt with death threats from tribal warriors.
Over the past three decades the two women
have produced 14 coffee-table books, exhibited
their work in museums and galleries
throughout the world, and been honoured with
numerous awards for their ongoing work
recording the tribal ceremonies and ancient
cultures of Africa. I spoke to Australian Angela
Fisher from her remote base in Kenya
overlooking the picturesque plains around
Mount Kilimanjaro. And from the slightly less
exotic setting of New York City I caught up
with American-born Carol Beckwith during a
trip back to her homeland. From these vastly
different locations the two women chatted
passionately to me about their enduring and
deeply respectful relationship with the people,
cultures and traditional ceremonies of Africa.
Drawn to Africa in the mid-1970s by the
kaleidoscope of art forms and cultures,
Angela and Carol began their lives in the
vast continent working on individual projects,

Woman in beaded corset.
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blissfully unaware of the other’s existence;
Carol was shooting for her book Maasai (1980),
a study of the Maasai people of Kenya and
Tanzania, and Angela was working on her book
Africa Adorned (1984), a seven-year study of
traditional adornment in40 African countries.
While visiting his daughter in the Maasai Mara
nature reserve in Kenya, Carol’s father bought
her a hot-air balloon ride over Maasai country
for her birthday; the balloon pilot was
called Simon Fisher, Angela’s brother. “He was
terribly good-looking and I was smitten
by him,” recalls Carol. “At 1,000ft he looked
deeply into my eyes and said, ‘There is
something that I really have to tell you.’
My heart was beating wildly and he continued
to look deeply in my eyes and he said, ‘I would

really like you to meet my sister.’ My heart
sank,” laughs Carol.
Realising the similarity between the two
women – they both travelled and worked in
Africa and were interested in traditional
cultures – Simon wrote to his sister begging
her to meet Carol. Finally, a year later, the pair
were introduced at the African Heritage
gallery in Nairobi, the Kenyan capital, where
Angela was exhibiting jewellery and Carol was
showing her drawings. “We took one look at
each other and didn’t think we were kindred
spirits,” explains Carol. “We were dressed to
the gills in dresses, turbans and jewellery for
the gallery opening; we had imagined we were
each going to meet an Amazonian bush
woman dressed in khaki and camera jackets!
However, we met next morning and realised he
[Simon] was absolutely right; within a week we
were photographing side-by-side at a Maasai
warrior ceremony on the border of Kenya and
Tanzania, and we quickly discovered that we
shared a passion for the traditional cultures of
Africa as well as the nomadic way of life.”
It was an informal working relationship at
the beginning, with each of them continuing
their own projects, but while Carol was
photographing the Wodaabe, a nomadic group
from the Sahel region of west Africa, for her
book Nomads of Niger (1983), the pair decided
to collaborate on their first book, African Ark
(1990), a five-year study of the people and
cultures of the Horn of Africa.
Unlike other well-known photography duos,
who share their lives as married couples as
well as their photography credits, the
Beckwith-Fisher creative partnership is an
unusual one in consisting of two individuals
brought together by a shared passion. 
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Dinka cattle camp at sunset.

precisely because they are two Western
women that they have managed to photograph
both male and female traditional ceremonies.
“In very remote areas traditional people have
a style of life that is very welcoming to
outsiders, particularly women. They don’t see
a threat in women, whereas if we were Western

Over three decades they have made
historical recordings of the passage from birth
to death within ancient African cultures, the
best example being their double-volume book,
African Ceremonies (1999), a 10-year study
covering 93 ceremonies in 26 countries.
But Angela and Carol feel that with their latest

“WE TOOK ONE LOOK AT
EACH OTHER AND
DIDN’T THINK WE WERE
KINDRED SPIRITS...
Carol believes their ability to work together
stems firstly from their different, yet
complementary styles of photography – Angela
had learned about photography in the field
producing Africa Adorned, while Carol studied
the subject at the School of the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston, Massachusetts.
Secondly they both have a drive for perfection.
“If we didn’t get something right and we had to
get up four more mornings in a row before
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sunrise in very cold or extremely hot weather
and walk a long distance to get to a specific
place as the sun rose on a certain activity, for
example Maasai warriors painting their bodies
in rock caves at sunrise, we just did it; we were
inspired by the other one wanting to do it.”
Along with their huge appreciation of each
other’s photography, Angela points to the
individual experiences gained from their solo
projects during the 1970s as the basis of their
successful collaboration; for Africa Adorned,
her first book, Angela dealt with many
different cultures, landscapes and logistics,
whereas for her first two books Carol was
involved in the cultural lives of two tribes, the
Maasai and the Wodaabe, and had spent a lot
of time recording each stage of their lives.

“When we put these two talents together we
realised we could produce an in-depth story of
ancient traditional cultures and ceremonies
across the continent,” explains Angela.
“We could take on something that had the
breadth as well as the depth and I think that’s
been a tremendous strength of ours.”
It wasn’t long before the pair started to see
the benefits of working as a team – two
pairs of eyes can observe and photograph
twice as much as one. “A delightful,
serendipitous surprise was that even if we
were photographing the same thing we would
tend to do it slightly differently. One person
might take a long lens for close-ups and
details, and the other a short lens for a broad
overall picture,” explains Carol. “This meant
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“I DON’T THINK WE COULD EVER DO AFRICA IN
BLACK AND WHITE, BECAUSE COLOUR IS SUCH AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
OF EACH GROUP.

that our photographs of the same subject
would complement each other.” From this
early discovery, they realised that when
producing books the important thing was to
build the story using their most powerful
images. If they shared the credit – and, as
such, lose their egos – they would be freer to
choose the best pictures for each book.
Over the years Carol and Angela have been
granted unprecedented access to intimate
ceremonies that have never before been
witnessed by Western eyes. I was quick to
surmise that as two female photographers
they must surely struggle to gain access to
male-only ceremonies, especially in the
misogynistic cultures that exist in the remote
parts of Africa. But Angela reveals that it’s

men they would feel more threatened by us
and more closed to accepting us; with women
they’re curious as to why you’re there.”
She explains that by going through an
introduction with the head of the community
or the chief of the village they establish
themselves as part of the male group, meaning
they are invited into male ceremonies, such as
male rites of passage and private circumcision
ceremonies. “We’ve actually seen things that
traditional women haven’t.”
As women they are automatically invited to
witness female ceremonies, something
a Western male photographer would never be
allowed to do. However, many of the traditional
women consider Carol and Angela’s Western
look as extremely unattractive and insist on
beautifying them with traditional costumes
and make-up; although a great way to bond
with the female members of a community it
has its limitations, because when dressed as
tribal women they can’t leap up and start
photographing the men folk. “If we wanted to
be with the men we realised we had to change
into our genderless clothes so we were not
breaking a taboo of separation of men and
women in social situations,” explains Carol.
Taking time to build friendships is key to
developing trust within a traditional
community and both photographers believe
it is a vitally important element of
photographing people in remote areas.
Before a single photograph is taken, the pair
take their time to get to know a group of
people; this could take days, if not weeks,
sitting underneath an acacia tree speaking to
the village chief or going to the well every day
with the female members of a group.
“One of the things that has made us most
successful is that we work very slowly; we
come into Africa and take on the pace of
Africa,” explains Angela. On arriving in remote
communities the pair are acutely aware that a
camera is an unknown, slightly frightening
shape and photography a completely new
concept. In the early days they would use a
Polaroid camera to show such communities
the photographic process, whereas these days
they use digital cameras so they can easily
show people exactly what they are doing.

book, Dinka (2010), a 30-year study of the
legendary cattle herders of Southern Sudan,
they have moved away from merely telling
a linear story and started to portray the
beauty of an ancient culture by indulging in
aesthetically beautiful images. It was no
accident that they chose to adapt their
approach during the study of the Dinka
people, a tall ethnic group (the average height
for men is between 6ft 6in and 7ft 6in)
Dinka man leaping in
courtship dance.

known as Africa’s ‘gentle giants’ by early
explorers, as the cattle herders’ way of life
offered the photographers visually stunning
scenes. The magic hours with the Dinka were
at sunset during the dry season cattle camps
where as many as 2,000 head of cattle would
gather with their herders; every evening they
would build fires out of cattle dung and burn
them to keep the mosquitoes and insects at
bay. Carol’s description of the scene is as
vividly beautiful as the resulting photographs:
“… the sunlight filtering through the layers of
smoke, thousands of long, twisted horns
catching the light and the silhouettes of cattle
herders moving in an almost hypnotic way
through the animals – neither of us had ever
seen anything so beautiful.” 
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Ready for marriage.
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Angela’s reaction to their time with the
Dinka sums up why the people remain close to
their hearts: “In a way you’re offered images
that you can’t help but want to photograph and
the whole style of life just fills your body.
I think living with the Dinka has provided us
with some of the most beautiful images that
we’ve ever seen in Africa.” But running
alongside the visual beauty of the Dinka
lifestyle is a familiar story of a traditional
society’s transition into the 21st century.
“When we first visited the Dinka in the late
1970s one saw a very traditional lifestyle with
no influence from the outside world,” recalls
Angela. “When we returned 30 years later
a lot of the remains of civil war were visible
and we had to travel for a month in the
swamplands of the River Nile until we found
a traditional cattle camp.”
Despite the relief at finding isolated pockets
of Dinka people maintaining their ancient
ways, the effect of civil war was visible
everywhere: “[We photographed] Dinka
herders wearing the very beautiful and
traditional leopard-skin togas, but instead of
carrying spears they were carrying
Kalashnikovs,” recalls Carol. Through their
lenses, Angela and Carol have seen first-hand
the heartbreaking changes that have occurred
in Africa during the past 35 years. As they
recount to me the differences they witnessed
on returning to Sudan in 2006 after the
country’s brutal civil war their voices are
tinged with sadness. But their Dinka book
purposely only touches on the visual changes
and instead focuses on the traditional
ceremonies and cultures that still exist.
Their deep-rooted passion for their work
is most apparent when they get lost in vivid
descriptions of the tribes and ceremonies
they’ve photographed, such as the Maasai
ceremony where 900 warriors come together
“all covered in the red-ochre, oily paint that
glistens in the golden sunlight… the
multi-coloured flags blazing in the wind… the
lone serpentine lines of hundreds of warriors
coming over the golden hills with almost
flaming colour,” or the Wodaabe with their
“indigo-coloured costuming… you almost felt
they were leaping out in profiled silhouette
against a background of sand dunes.”
The constant reference to the intensity of
colour confirms why the pair always shoot in
colour. “I don’t think we could ever do Africa in
black and white, because colour is such an
integral part of the cultural experience of each
group,” explains Carol. “[The colours] are not
only beautiful to look at but they’re symbolic
[for many cultures], therefore how could we
possibly leave that out of our story?”
With an extensive body of work spanning
three decades it’s no surprise to learn that
more than40% of what Carol and Angela
have photographed no longer exists. 

Dinka girl smoking a pipe.

BIOGRAPHY
American-born Carol and
Australian Angela met 30 years
ago in Kenya. They have published
14 books, exhibited in museums
and galleries throughout the world
and been honoured twice with the
Anisfield-Wolf Book Award in race
relations. Other awards include the Royal Geographical
Society’s Cherry Kearton Medal and WINGS WorldQuest’s
Lifetime Achievement Award honouring visionary
women. Their collection includes half a million images,
400 hours of video film, 200 illustrated journals and
three museum-scale exhibitions.
www.africanceremonies.com

LIKE THIS?

Then you’ll love the work of
National Geographic photographer
Jim Richardson. His stunning work
from the Hebrides in Scotland can
be seen in the March 2011 issue of
the magazine. To order
back issues go online:
www.photography
monthly.com
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Man in beaded corset.
Dinka cattle herder in
a purple robe.

The Beckwith-Fisher collection of traditional
African cultures and ceremonies includes
half a million photographs,400 hours of video
footage and 200 illustrated field journals.
This unique body of work not only helps
Western societies understand the history and
culture of the African continent, it has also
become an important source of information for
future generations in Africa. Both Angela and
Carol are great believers in the African
concept of reciprocity – the importance of
giving back. On a smaller scale they’ve helped
to build schools, organised the digging of
wells and developed initiatives to assist people
in the communities they’ve photographed.
On a larger scale their wish is to give back
their photographs to Africa by digitising all the

images and making them freely available for
educational purposes so that the next
generation of Africans can learn about their
traditional heritage.
It’s hard to believe that there are any
indigenous communities left in Africa that the
Beckwith-Fisher camera lenses haven’t
focused on, but surprisingly there are.
Aware that traditional cultures in Africa are
disappearing, Carol and Angela are in the
process of producing a follow-up to African
Ceremonies, a book called African Twilight (due
to be published in 2014) that will concentrate
on the 14 countries they have yet to work in
due to political upheaval, border closures or
the sheer difficulty of navigating certain
remote parts of Africa. When they finally

have ticks next to all 54 African countries
(they have eight left to visit) they will have
completed the enormous task they unwittingly
set themselves as young explorers in the
1970s when they decided to dedicate their
lives to visually preserving Africa’s often
undocumented and slowly disappearing
ancient cultures. PM
Dinka: Legendary Cattle Keepers of Sudan, by Angela
Fisher and Carol Beckwith, is available from Rizzoli USA
(www.rizzoliusa.com) and Amazon UK
(www.amazon.co.uk), RRP £47.50. The book is also
available in a limited edition, presented in a handmade
box and including a choice of one of five high-quality
signed prints, suitable for framing. Proceeds from the
sale of this edition go to African Ceremonies Inc, Carol
and Angela’s not-for-profit charitable foundation.
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Angela Fisher and Carol Beckwith’s top tips for photographing traditional ceremonies
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• Do your research by reading as much as possible about
the group of people you’re going to study, or speak to
people who can advise you on where to go and how to
enter sensitively into a group. It’s very easy for small,
insensitive things to happen in a traditional society that
don’t appear important to a Westerner, but are
extremely critical within some cultural traditions.
• Before you start taking photographs it’s important to
spend time building a close relationship with the people
you wish to photograph, to gain trust and understanding.
• Write about 25 words of the language on your hands so
you always know how to greet or thank people or how to
ask very simple questions.

• It’s important not to intrude on a ritual – start with
a longer lens and then when people are comfortable
with that you can move in a bit closer. The subjects still
need to feel the sacredness of the rite of passage and
not feel you’re intruding on them.
• Be prepared to deal with very challenging lighting
conditions, therefore work with lenses and a camera
setting that can accommodate very low light. A lot of
traditional people don’t like flash photography; some are
superstitious about it and feel endangered by flash.
• Use 35mm SLR cameras rather than medium or large
format cameras. Due to the nature of a ceremony you
need to be able to carry all your equipment easily and

to move very quickly. With two cameras, a fill-in flash and
two zoom lenses – 24-70mm and 70-200mm – you can
cover everything.
• What catches your eye to start with isn’t always the
story that needs to be told; sometimes it’s the
tiny events attached to a rite of passage that are the
pivotal points of the whole ceremony. To understand
a ceremony it is advisable to witness it as many times
as possible.
• If you have promised to send a copy of an image or
the final book, then make sure you stick to your promise
– a positive experience with an outsider colours very
strongly how a group of people see the outside world.
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